Each year SIGUCCS sponsors a competition to honor the best publications, web sites and promotional materials produced by university and college computing centers.

For details, see www.csus.edu/siguccs.

**Web-based Services, Computing Services**

**FIRST PLACE**
ITC web  
*University of Virginia*

**SECOND PLACE**
iConnect@UB—Software Download Site  
*University at Buffalo*

**THIRD PLACE**
ITS web page  
*North Dakota State University*

**Web-based Services, Student Employee Web Sites**

**FIRST PLACE**
Eureka: The Online UA Reference  
*FAS Computer Services, Harvard University*

**SECOND PLACE**
IR Connection  
*Lehigh University*

**THIRD PLACE**
virginia.edu: The Information Technology Magazine at the  
*University of Virginia*

**Computing Newsletter, Printed Computing Newsletter**

**FIRST PLACE**
Windows on Technology  
*University of Washington*

**SECOND PLACE**
IR Connection  
*Lehigh University*

**THIRD PLACE**
virginia.edu: The Information Technology Magazine at the  
*University of Virginia*

**Computing Newsletter, Electronic Computing Newsletter**

**FIRST PLACE**
IAT Services TechKnowledge  
*University of Missouri-Columbia*

**SECOND PLACE**
ITforUM—The Information Technology Newsletter for the  
*University of Maryland*

**THIRD PLACE**
virginia.edu: The Information Technology Magazine at the  
*University of Virginia*
How-to Guides and Instructional Materials, Electronic How-to Guides

FIRST PLACE
Passport To Technology CD (Student Edition)
Eastern Connecticut State University

SECOND PLACE
Faculty Technology Guide Web site
University of California, Davis

THIRD PLACE
University of Buffalo CIT—Documentation Site
University at Buffalo CIT

How-to Guides and Instructional Materials, Printed How-to Guides

FIRST PLACE
University of Virginia

SECOND PLACE
Reed College

THIRD PLACE
Northwest Missouri State University’s Electronic Campus User’s Guide 2001
Northwest Missouri State University

Quick Reference Guides

FIRST PLACE
Student Computing 101
University of California, Davis

SECOND PLACE
Faculty Technology Intro Brochure
University of California, Davis

THIRD PLACE
Get Connected@Lehigh
Lehigh University

Promotional materials, General Service Promotional Materials

FIRST PLACE
Public Web Site: University of Missouri-Columbia—Information and Access Technology Services
University of Missouri-Columbia

SECOND PLACE
Everything Technology Promotional Package: Computers, Networks, Phones & Cable TV
University of Missouri-Columbia

THIRD PLACE
Got Technology? Promotional Campaign
University of Missouri-Columbia

Promotional Video/Audio

FIRST PLACE
“When I go to U.Va....”
The Responsible Computing Video
University of Virginia

SECOND PLACE
Everything Technology CD-ROM
University of Missouri-Columbia

THIRD PLACE
(Summer) Incoming Student—Getting Connected CD
Northwestern University

Promotional Materials, Student Created Promotional Materials

FIRST PLACE
IT ResNet and Information Center—New Student Week promotional material
Northwestern University

SECOND PLACE
Student Computing Guide Promotional Flyers
University of California, Davis

Software CDs

FIRST PLACE
Connecting@Berkeley 2002
University of California, Berkeley

SECOND PLACE
iConnect@UB—Tech Tools 2001 CD
University at Buffalo

THIRD PLACE
PennConnect 2001 Fall CD
University of Pennsylvania